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TOOMSTONES
By JACK TOOMAY

FROM MORE or less reputable
sources very close to the Block
p basketball team, which intrep
idly takes the court next Wednes
day against the Faculty's fear
some five, comes the following
forecast concerning the results of
the games: "We've got a few
bone-crushers on our team and
we're going to settle the hash of
the faculty potential stars at the
outset. We'll obliterate McWilliams and Kjeldson right off and
in the end we'll get Jacoby (tough
as he is)."
Admission to this blood-bath
comes to only a half dollar.
Payable to anyone wearing a
Block P sweater.

FURTIVELY

CIRCULATING

about the campus last week was
a small subversive newspaper en
titled Campus Mirror. Proudly
and defiantly asserting the
rights of freedom of the campus
press, it condemned actions and
named names but created little
of the mass hysteria its publish
ers evidently hoped for.
Probable reason for its small
success: Students on campus to
day are well aware that they hold
the ultimate power in govern
ment, if they wish to assert them
selves en masse and (knowing
this) are content with their lot.
T H E R E S U L T S of Shirley
Reed's first baptism of fire in
practice-teaching a few days ago
(Continued on Page 8)

Faculty Versus
Block "P"
By GRANT DUNLAP
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By BOB ALLING

State Education Dept. Rules On
PSA Fees; S J C Must Retrench
Fees Ruled Out
As Requirement
For JC Admit

J.C. Activities
Curtailed
EXCLUSIVE TO THE
WEEKLY
By LES ABBOTT

J.C. RULED OFF BASE
BY STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

Dr. A. T. Bawden, SJC Prin
cipal, revealed today that all
fees for SJC students have been
cancelled. In an exclusive in
terview with the PACIFIC
WEEKLY, Dr Bawden an
nounced that all inspection
trips, health fees, and other
special fees have been cancelled.

A requirement that students re
siding outside the SJC district
must pay health service and l'SA
fees as a condition of registration
was ordered rescinded this week
Bruce Coleman, former Weekly by Dr. A. T. Bawden, principal of
Editor, who has left school. See Stockton Junior College.
COURSES CANCELLED
story on this page.
Dr. Bawden announced that any
Dr. Bawden said that effective
fees already paid will be refund
at once the following courses
ed on request.
which cannot be operated without
CAMPUS NOT AFFECTED
requiring fees are hereby can
The change in policy will not
celled and all students enrolled in
affect students who reside on the
these courses are hereby request
campus. COP includes in its
ed to change their programs ac
The initial step in the plans
charges for board and room the
cordingly:
for this year's Mardi Gras was two fees. All frat and sorority
Chem. 42—Industrial Inspec
made at the Ex Committee meet members arc required to belong
tion Trip.
ing
Monday evening, and from 'to the PSA.
Chem. 25—Field Trip.
the sounds of the plans it will STATE RULING
Geol. 25—Field Trip.
Biological Science 25—Field be only a short time before the
Dr. Bawdcn's decision resulted
campus is submerged in the from a ruling by the legal coun
Trip.
gaiety and excitement of this big sel of the State Department of
History 25—Field Trip.
event.
Phys. Ed. 18—Golf.
Education that the payment of
Phys. Ed. 22—Horse Back Rid
Don Dickey was named General
(Continued on page 2)
ing.
Chairman of the weekend cele
FEES RETURNED
bration, and plans are going
SCA 'Mixes' Fun Nite
All breakage deposits are here ahead in full speed.
by discontinued. All such fees
A complete survey was taken Dance Tonight
paid by students will be returned.
in the sororities, fraternities, and
A "Fun Night" mixer dance is
RESULT OF PHONE CALL
The announcement came after living groups as to what kind of on the social calendar for tonight
a band they wanted. There was at the SCA from 7:30 to 12:00.
(Continued on page 2)
an overwhelming demand for a
Community singing is in the
smaller name band not to exceed offing from 7:30 until 8:30. A
$750 in order that a Spring special program of interest to all
VFW Dance
Formal could be given at a later new students is being planned.
A dance will be held Satur
date.
Folk dancing and refreshments
day night in the Civic Auditor
will start at 9:30 and from 10:30
ium from 9 to 1, with the mu QUEEN CONTEST
sic of Marilyn Merle and her
The Queen contest will again ' on social dancing will hold reign.
All-Girl Orchestra. Price of ad- be one of the main highlights| Lois Talcott, Nancy Jones, and
of the weekend. She will be chosen Gordon Dalbeck are co-chairmen
mision, $1.22.
The dance is being sponsored by the vote of the students. with Marge Simpson, Barbara
by the Veterans of Foreign There is a suggestion under dis Martin, and Mary Lou Crump as
Wars and the funds collected cussion that king of the Mardi sisting.
The dance is free and open to
will be used for rehabilitation Gras be chosen at the same time
all.
purposes.
(Continued on page 2)

MARDI GRAS
PLANS TOLD

Revived again to its fabulous
pre-war standards, the Block "P"
and Faculty resume their tradi
tional torrid basketball series on
Wednesday night, February 26,
in the Pacific gym. Game time is
set for 8 o'clock, and tickets may
be obtained from any Block "P"
member and at the box office.
With both teams keyed to a
high pitch the game should prove
as exciting as a regular Tiger
game and as entertaining as any
Globe Trotter's game. Coach of
faculty team is the great Dr. Wal
do, professor of Geology, whose
coaching strategies have earned
him a spotless record as faculty
mentor. Coach Waldo promises a
team even stonger than last year's
five, which brought painful de
X A AV/
feat to Block "P", with such great DW/AIYL^
call for the setting up of a sepa
names as Farley, Knoles, Werner,
By CARROLL DOTY
rate senior college and junior
Jackson and Stocking.
At a meeting of the Board of college athletic fund, as of July
FACULTY STAR, FARLEY
1, 1947. Dr. Burke W. Bradley,
Leading the array of faculty Education of the Stockton Uni working under Dr. Bawden, will
stars is l)r. Fred Farley, well fied School District Tuesday act as the Junior College repre
known to college students as the night in the Administration sentative and receive and bank
entertaining, sharp-tongued pro Building, San Joaquin and Lind all fees and disburse all funds
fessor of the mystery course, Art say, it was proposed and passed to the joint student body for the
of Language. "Fearless" Fred is that there be a separation of the general appropriation, and for
a tough customer on the court, accounting of funds of the joint specific items, to the Junior Col
and from all press releases he's Pacific Student Association.
lege sports program.
(Continued on Page 6)
MOVE LONG SOUGHT
Agitation for such a move has SPORTS SEPARATE
There will also be a general
been under way for some time
RALLY
fund
for the joint student bodyat the request of board mem
COP
SJC
bers not satisified with the dis to include the usual PSA activi
tribution of funds between COP ties, but the athletic situation will
THURSDAY
find the senior and junior coland SJC activities.
10:45
Feb. 27
__
leges separated completely.
B
DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
AUDITORIUM
The program, as passed Tues-1 For example: If the two col
day night by the board, will leges play a basketball game on
COME)—COME—COME

Carroll Doty was appointed
Editor of the Pacific Weekly by
Publications Committee action
last week after it was ascertained
that the elected editor, Bruce
Coleman, was not returning to
COP for the present semester.
COLEMAN DROPS
Bruce Coleman startled Weekly
staff members during the week
between semesters by announcing
his intention of not returning to
Pacific. Coleman's reason for not
coming back was rather vague,
but close friends inform us that
he was not satisified with Pa
cific. It is rumored that Coleman
is now taking some courses from
the extension service at Univers
ity of California in Berkeley.
Coleman was elected to the po
sition of Editor of the Weekly last
semester in a bitterly contested
election on the floor of the Pub
lications Committee m e e t i n g
room.
DOTY IS SUCCEESSOR
Dean Simpson, Publications
Committee Head, announced the
appointment of Can-oil Doty to
the editorship last "week. Doty's
(Continued on Page 8)

MRS. ROOSEVELT
TO SPEAK HERE
The Pacific Lecture Series this
week released the news that two
lecture treats are in store for
Stocktonians within the next two
months, continuing a most enthusiatic series of notables.
First to appear before local au
diences will be Eleanor Roosevelt,
wife of the late United States
President. As a lecturer of singu
lar charm and distinction, Mrs.
Roosevelt will bring to her audi
ence a warm, mature philosophy,
which her brilliant mind has
evolved during the early exciting
years of the late President's rise
to the leadership of his nation and
finally, through her twelve mo
mentous years in the White
House. Believing that prime func
tion of the American woman is to
insure the sound edifice of the
home, the much-traveled Mrs.
Roosevelt will address her audi
ence in the Stockton High School
Auditorium on Wednesday eve
ning, March 12th.
FAMED AUTHOR
Stuart Chase, famed lecturer
(Continued on Page 8)

BOARD EDUCATION DEMANDS PSA
SPLIT FUNDS
avmnwdtm. his room and board after he reg
the same night in the gymnasium
they will have to share the ex
pense. Not only that, but the
money will come from two sepa
rate funds, the party receiving
the money wiM have to contact
two agencies for his money, and
the already complicated book
keeping system will be compli
cated further.

isters in the junior college, that
is out of line. In other words,
men entering SJC of their own
free will can play for COP in
their sophomore year, but they
cannot be given material aid.

NEW EQUPIMENT
In putting the action into mo
tion the board was quick to re
mark that while it could not act
PERMITS PROSELYTING
Under the new plan also, SJC ually support any new SJC
will be expected to allow athletes t;ports program with monies, it
on campus specifically at the re would be happy to buy new equip
quest of COP to play on SJC ment, etc., for them on a longteams in the athlete's freshman range lending scheme.
There was also some discussion
year, after which he may move
up to the Tigers if he desires. as to whether the nickname
However, a list of such athletes "Cubs" was appropriate to con
will be filed with the SJC office tinue with for the Junior College,
and if COP solicits a sophomore! but nothing was done concerning
lower division student and pays| that question.
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Activities
J.C.
(Continued from Page 1)
a private telephone call between
Dr. Bawden and Elfred E. Lentz,
legal counsel of the State Depart
ment of Education. Earlier in the
week Lentz said, "There is no
authority in the school code for
charging fees to students, except
to those who are enrolled in adult
classes. In such cases the fee
charged can be no more than $6.
The Attorney General has stated
that it is illegal to charge any
fee except that one."
REGISTRATION SAFE
As a result of the ruling of the
State Department of Education,
no student's registration for this
semester will be held up because
of non-payment of fees.

Fees Ruled Out
(Continued from Page 1)
fees cannot be set up as a criter
ion for admission of students.
LENTZ STATES POLICY
Elfred E. Lentz, legal counsel
of the State Department of Edu
cation, made the following state
ment:
"It is (iuite true that Stockton
Junior College does not have to
accept outside students. It is also
true that it cannot make the pay
ment of fees a condition of ad
mission. There is no authority in
the school code for charging fees
to students, except to those who
are enrolled in adult classes. In
such cases the fee charged can
be no more than $6. The attor
ney general has stated that it is
illegal to charge any fee except
that one."

DEATH VALLEY SCENE

Mardi Gras
(Continued from Page 1)
to reign with the Queen. How
ever, nothing definite has beep
decided on this issue. Another
poll will be taken on the campus
to determine the student opinion
on such a venture.
The Mardi Gras Ball itself is
being planned to be the most
spectacular yet. The decorations
committee, not yet named, will
go all out to decorate the Civic
Auditorium in elaborate design.
Prizes will be given for the most
original and most outstanding
costumes.
BIG PARADE
Preceding the big event will be
the parade of floats that will be
constructed and decorated by
each group wishing to enter. Fur
ther details will be given at a
later date.
The night before the Mardi
Gras there will be Open House
at all the Houses on Campus.
The enthusiasm, interest, and
help of all the students will be
needed in order that this week
end be a big success and in order
that everyone have the best time
of their lives.

REGRETS ACTION
VETS PROTEST
NECESSARY
Informed of Dr. Bawden's de
In announcing the action, Dr. cision Monday, Kirk Campbell,
Bawden expressed his regret for president of the Yets Club, de
the necessity because everybody clared it apparently is not nec
This charming young miss applies her make-up repairs bliss
loses thereby. He stated, "Every essary now to proceed with plans
fully unaware of the signpost scenery upon which she is leaning.
student body fee not paid merely for a protest by the club to the
The picture was snapped by a member of the 1940 Death Valley Tour
cuts the student-body program to I State Department of Education
sponsored by the College of the Pacific. The former coed was not
that extent. Every health-service over the fee requirement.
aware that her picture was being taken.
fee merely results in the lack of
According to Dr. A. T. Bawden and Professor J. H. Jonte, coThe proposed formal protest
health protection for the student would be based on the asserted:
directors of the Tour, the sign-up for membership is now complete
concerned."
(1) Violations by the Junior Col
GO MAD ON MARCH 7th AT with the quota of 225 members filled. Transportation problems are
lege
of
the
State
School
Code.
T
A
U G A M M A ' S " M A R C H rapidly being ironed out and final plans are reaching the finished
VETS LOSE OUT
(2) Discrimination against stud MADNESS."
Stage.
—Photo by Jean Chappell
Dr. Bawden further stated that ents residing outside of the Stock
the veteran who does not pay
ton district. (3) Violation of a
his fee merely forfeits the right
promise made by Superintendent
to the above services in case the
Hill that there would be no fur
Vets Administration decides to
ther required collection of fees.
pay for these services for the
TRIP
EXPENSES
second semester. The Junior Col
Legality
of charges made for
lege will not be in a position to
bill the VA and reimburse veter inspection trips as part of cours
ans for any fees for the second es in which expenses are pro
semester not paid by Febru rated among the students as well
as the practice of requiring de
ary 15.
posits for laboratory equipment
POSSIBLE EFFECT
breakage are at stake.
Results of the ruling may mean, VA REFUSAL
in the opinion of Dr. Bawden, a
The Veterans Administration
curtailment if not abandonment which already has refused to sub
of JC athletics since the PSA sidize veteran's PSA and infirm
rules that no student may partici ary fees for JC Students likewise
Super-smart stitching by
pate in sports unless a student has refused to pay the cbst of
card holder.
inspection trips.
June Bentleyl Flatter-wise
yoke — skirt is trick pleated —
"motorcyclist's" leather belt
with twin buckles cinches
waist. In Yellow, Aqua or
Green INDULAC.
Sizes 9-15. $14.95

JUNIORS

— THE PLACE TO GO —

2328 PACIFIC AVE.
DOUGHNUTS TO ORDER FOR PARTIES

Phone 2-9302

W

KNOBByBll
Pa cif i c
venue
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PERSONALITY
SKETCHES
It was only by coincidence that
police Sergeant Hanley found the
body.
But it was not at all by coin
cidence that the body was there
to be found.
Miss Eden had not liked Miss
Chester from the very beginning,
and Miss Chester had not liked
Miss Eden for the same length of
time. Furthermore, Miss Chester
did not like Miss Eden's dog, and
Miss Eden's dog did not like Miss
Chester.
In this neighborly fashion the
two spinsters and a dog lived
next door to one another in the
small town to which both maiden
ladies had retired.
Miss Eden's dog was named
Potiphar, and if it had not been
for poor Potiphar, the whole
thing might never have happened.
But it did.
Potiphar was a Pekineze. He
was very fond of Petunias. Miss
Chester was also fond of Petun
ias. She raised them in her gar
den. However, this common
weakness did not foster a bond of
friendship between Miss Chester
and Potiphar. In fact, every time
Potiphar ate one of Miss Ches
ter's petunias, or perhaps two or
three, Miss Chester became less
and less friendly. Potiphar could
never understand this. It seemed
to him that Miss Chester had
many more petunias than she
could ever eat by herself.
However that may have been,
Miss Chester wanted all the pe
tunias, so she and Potiphar did
not get along well at all.
That was why, on the night that
Potiphar did not return home,
Miss Eden knew at once what had
happened. She took up her larg

By MARION BRIMM
est handbag, and in it she put her
largest butcher knife, and she
marched off to call upon Miss
Chester.
Having found her neighbor at
home. Miss Eden was soon dig
ging in Miss Chester's petunia
bed with Miss Chester's spade.
When she had a deep enough
hole, of just the right length,
Miss Eden put Miss Chester's
body in the hole and filled it
the hole and filled it again.
Then she went home.
Now, as I said, it was only by
coincidence that Police Sergeant
Hanley discovered the body. The
following morning he knocked
upon Miss Eden's door and was
invited into the parlor for a cup
of tea, which he accepted and
drank with relish. Then he broke
the news.
"Miss Eden," he said.
"Yes, Sergeant Hanley?"
"I am very sorry, but I have
found t h e body . . . "
Miss Eden stared at the po
liceman. Her lip quivered. Her
tea cup rattled in its saucer. She
said, "You have found the body?"
"Yes. The—the petunias. I—
well . . ."
"I see."
"I am very sorry," said Ser
geant Hanley.
"Not at all, not at all. I am
quite prepared to take my punish
ment."
"Then you ..."
"Yes, Mr. Hanley. I killed Miss
Chester with a butcher knife
and buried the body in her petuina bed."
" I s e e . . . B u t Miss Eden, I w a s
about to say that I found the
body of your dog Potiphar. He
had died from eating a poisoned
petunia."

By EVELYN GRANT

By

WOOD

SOANES

KAEO pulled a fasty on its
listeners last Thursday night and
brought the music of Charles
Spivak direct from the Stockton
Civic Auditorium. We are sorry
that more of you didn't listen,
but then that's what you get not
listening to KAEO. To keep this
from happening when Stan Ken
ton comes to town on March 7,
keep your dial tuned to 660.
It is not certain that KAEO will
be able to get this fine orchestra,
but if the powers that be give
the o. k. we'll do our best to get
it to you. Another fine program
that many of you have undoubt
edly heard by now is Arlene Lud
low's campus news show, "Pa(Continued on Page 7)

Unknown to the unfortunate
majority of students on the cam
pus who are non-majors one of
the most moving dramas ever to
transpire anywhere off Broad
way takes place in the conserva
tory every Monday at 4:15.
Sometime in the life of every
long-suffering
music student
there comes that dramatic mo
ment during a particularly trying
music lesson, when, perspiring
freely and gasping for breath
after the last rippling cadenza,
he turns to gaze into the intent
eyes of the professor and knows
that the icy fingers of fate are
pointed right at him. He has to
play in the next solo class!
The values of solo class are ob
vious. In the first place, it is an
infallible way of discovering who
your friends are and who are the
(Continued on page 7)

Food £ xbibifjonj
CLU

Po>snully XJoint
Op*>'
Door" b u t 'Open Ifafe
-Htats different."
<jpp*ov« of 'de

D ottie—always with a smile
While her dark blue eyes
beguile.
O n the Bengal she works away
Printing news bits day by day.
T aking journalism—drama too.
On to Pacific, she'll go right
through.
E ats up waffles by the ton—
Of all the foods—the favorite
one.
A ctive member of Zeta Phi,
An asset to any club, say I.
T hree grey hairs has Dottle E.
They probably show her pedi
gree!
O n the Weekly and Naranjado,
Dottie's always on the go.
N ever a dull time with our Dot,
Personality and Zip, she has a
lot.
P atsy with the long blond hair,
Which she combs with greatest
care.
A t the piano her fingers fly,
A popular tune she'll never
pass by.
T caching seventh graders now.
No flying spitballs she'll allow.
L ikes to dance and ride a horse,
Yet education's her major
course!
E very night in old South Hall,
She'll play a tune for one and
all.
II er favorite color it seems is
bl&ck
But she'd'look good in a gunny
M ember of Zeta Phi is Pat,
Of infinite value—I'll bet that.
A fter school? the field is wide,
Later marriage will be her
stride.
N ow at last we've reached the
end.
Until next week—s'long m'
friend.

WSSF DANCE
WSSF will hold a dance and
carnival Saturday, March 1, 8
to 12, in Stockton Civic Audi
torium. Spring '47 Student
Body Card Holders will be ad
mitted free of charge. Music
by Irv Corrcn's orchestra, with
Patty Lou Peters and Don Ratto, vocalists.
Concessions, games and re
freshments, will be run b y liv
ing groups.
Profits will be
turned to the WSSF.
Dance may be attended in
jeans or tux, date or stag.

AN ANSWER

. . .

By BOB HUTH

"But you can't shoot me—I'm
too young to die"—these were the
only words I could utter after
my editor read my new col
umn. I don't care — I think the
title is good anyway. So I am go
ing to keep the title and do what
I feel like with my allotment of
space.
I did ask the question I said
I would. The answer I got for
"In Your Opinion Who Is the
Best Basketball Player on the
COP Varsity and Why?," all
summed up, amounted to this:
They are all good from Jack (I
can't jump any higher, coach,
I'll bump my head) Toomay
down to—to—well to the end of
the bench, I guess. ... A most
correct answer indeedeee. . . .
1
A day or so ago I overheard
two young things talking and
the conversation went something
like this: "Who is your favorite
basketball player?" Reply: "I
wouldn't know, I'm not interested
in people who go around weaving
baskets." (A senior—no doubt?)
People, especially college stu
GO MAD ON MARCH 7th AT
dents, like to get their name in
the paper. So me—Not to deny T A U G A M M A ' S " M A R C H
anybody anything, will put a few MADNESS."

SPORT SHOP
Hotel Stockton Bldg.
129 E. WEBER AVE.

ROTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COAAFANY SY

TEL. 2-2297

PLEASE?
in: Chuck Hoist, the Shakespear
ian disaster—I mean—actor; Bill
Pinto, from the thriving burg of
Manteca, and not least but last,
Henry Van Klophixionificis, from
Lodi, who sings, "Open the Door,
Mother,—I got off the wagon a
few hours ago!"
Then there is a little ditty I
happened to see on a wall in a
small cubicle in a gas station
that went like this:
Here I stand with gleeful joy,
I have opened the door for
KILROY!
( S ) Richard . . .
And surely you must have
heard: She was only a sign-paint
er's daughter, but she sure gave
him the brush! . . . And in clos
ing I would like to leave a little
reminder to those of you who
blame poor grades on the teacher,
it goes something like this: Don't,
whatever you do, hit your teach
er in the head with a book be
cause it is liable to leave a bad
impression on Tier mind . . . !
I may ask a question next
week, I can't say now, I'm tired,
so I guess this is 30 . . .

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LTD.
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SOCIETY

Somebody's Looking
At You
By MAR CIA LOU BROWN

Helen Graham of Alpha Theta
Announces Her Betrothal

Cupid made another touchdown last week when Don
Sack is the word that is being slipped a diamond ring onto the left hand of Helen Graham
•The traditional box of
whispered from Sorority Circle
asseLaLA,.pl"! Th«» C*
to West Hall and back again. Alpha Theta Tau
?nounced
that the two polf'
Spring Previewed
What does it mean? Well in a
campus figures were engaged
sense, we might say it is an Opens The Door
B-L-Sister Party
Helen, who is the daughter ,
epidemic. An epidemic that has,
George Washington will be the Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Graham "
taken this lovely campus by
A wholesale spring atmosphere storm. Have you noticed all the theme for the Alpha Theta Tau Santa Cruz, is in her junior Vea
was presented to nearly sixty new bags in sacks lately?—and they
majoring in physical educate
girls who were the honored are not from Sac's Fifth Ave. Open House Saturday night, She is known to everyone forhn
February
22nd
from
9
until
12
guests of the evening. A large Pardon the pun. In rooms all over
aquatic ability.
colorful sign saying 'Hi, Little
the school girls are struggling p. m. All faculty and students
The benedict-elect served in th
Sis!' established the first sign of to make a sack out of a tube, but are invited.
Army Air Corps and is now in hi"
welcome. A flower was presented are we being too general? We
Robin Hermansen will preside junior year. He plans to receiw
each new girl as she entered. The are talking about the sack dress,
room was transferred into a of course. It is indeed a fine as General Chairman assisted by his AB degree and his Masters
Ruth Wilson, Decorations; Fran here.
scene of spring through the use
invention. We have seen girls Burkes, Entertainment; Leslie
of blossoms, pastel colors, four
Following their marriage )„
who have never sewn a stitch, Baxter, Refreshments, and Nanci
plaster-of-paris lambs, wire carts
Morris Chapel on August 3 the
create for themselves a very at Harrold, Music.
of paper flowers and a rustic
newlyweds will reside in Stock
tractive dress. Wide belts, thin
fence entwined with roses, each
ton.
belts, gold belts, and leather belts
one highlighting the modeling
NEWMAN CLUB DANCE
give the sack that non-sack look,
feature.
anyway they do it. We saw a PLANNED FOR FEB. 18
Cupid's arrow met its mark KNOBBY FASHIONS
Valentines Theme
sack dress formal pictured in
by climaxing the campus-born ro PRESENTED
All Catholic students attending TKK Open House
Life, but to our knowledge no
mance of Nancy Hilscher and Les
As the girls sat in a semi-circle
Johnson. A sparkling diamond on on the floor, a preview of this courageous soul on campus has college are invited to attend the
A large red heart fringed with
the third finger, left hand, had season's fashions was presented attempted that angle of the tube. Newman Club meeting which
are held every Tuesday at 10:45 white bearing the inscription
added Nancy to the engaged through the courtesy of the
Quite the opposite to the non
during the regular chapel period "Come in and be our Valentine"
ranks.
Knobby Shop. To a background of conformity of this rage, the sack in the SCA Building.
greeted Tau Kappa's guests last
A five-pound box of candy trim soft piano accompainment by dress, are these wonderful new
Friday night, February 14th, Vat
med with red satin ribbons and Barbara Mills, clothes of the suits we have been noticing. They DANCE PLANNED
entine's Day. The sorority house
tiny-cut paper hearts held South famed designers in Mademoiselle are designed on the principle that
Manual Furtado, the new presi
gave an open house from 8:00 to
Hall's attention February 13th, and Glamor Magazine were they must fit, and fit well.
dent for the Spring semester, an
12:00 carrying out the theme of
when the secret was revealed at modeled.
Very short jackets and boleros nounced at the meeting held Feb Valentine's Day with punch and
a house meeting.
COLLIVER CHAIRMAN
seem to be the coming thing. The ruary 18th that a dance is planned red shaped cookies for refresh
Nancy, popular Junior coed, is
Hazel Colliver acted as general color for Spring we read is navy in May with chairmen Dick Gib
ments, and Valentine's Day deco
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. chairman, assisted by Frances
blue, but they have been saying son and Darwin Bautista in rations throughout the house.
Ralph Hilscher of San Ramona, Hammill, Patty Lou Peters,
that for years. Straight skirts are charge of the affair.
General chairman of the com
California. She is an education Grace Noble, Margie Breeden,
still
very much the thing, espe
Other appointments made in mittees was Lorraine Hock with
major, and an active member of Frances Mack, Mary Carter, and
cially with the bolero or short clude Lorraine Hock, who will be Carolyn Harris, Jerry Moffat,
the Zeta Phi Sorority.
Dorothy Eaton.
jacket, Flare back jackets are in charge of the WSSF booth, Jim Audrey Hock and Grace Noble on
very good looking, the draw with Guillett in charge of publicity, the decoration committee; Carol
them is that one's height has a and Dick Gibson, in charge of Romer, Dorothy Garner and Jan
lot to do with the way they look membership.
ice Potter, were in charge of the
on one.
refreshments; clean-up, Winnie
Merriam, Pat Corwin, Marilyn
Speaking of jackets, as we News Brief
Fnrmal candle-light
nonrllrOirrl->f installation
iT^r.+r.n„4-;~_
Carson, Charlotte Verdi, Muriel
were, we have been looking with
Formal
of House Officers was held at
a longing at the sharp suede ones Freshman Class is sponsoring Hughes, Joan Grimshaw and
South Hall Monday evening, Feb
that are becoming so popular. If Calico Capers Dance on March Lois Wice.
ruary 17th at 9:30 p. m.
you are blonds then these terrific 14th in Gym. Dance will feature
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Flowing formals, flickering
jackets are just the thing for big band, speciality acts, and Ls Kenneth Stocking, Mr. and Mrs.
candle light and a background of
you. We have no reason for say headed by Bill Snyder and Ann Barthol Pearce, and Miss Louise
piano accompainment by Dorothy
ing that they are not just as at Slaughter.
Flaa.
McLatchy ushered in the newly
tractive for brunettes, but we
elected president, Marian Combes.
just think of blondes when we
Outgoing president, Leola Brown,
see one.
who conducted the evening's1
Well good luck to you who are
ceremonies, exchanged this of
making yourselves a sack dress.
fice with her roomate, Marian.
•
*•
•*#
Happy wearing, those of you who
Installed were: Gladys Stoven,
STOCKTON
are already the proud possessor
Vice-President; Elizabeth Kauka,
of one.
Secretary; Nan Cornwell, Treas
urer; Sally Matignon, Historian;
GO MAD ON MARCH 7th AT
Ruth Blacklidge and Jean Bower,
TAU GAMMA'S "MARCH
Senior Councilmen; Jean ButMADNESS."
land and Martha Jordan, Junior
Councilmen; Dorothy Eaton and
y y t y f f f www'
Angela Pastor, Sophomore coun
REFRESHMENTS
cilmen. Sponsors are Margaret
on the
College Cleaners
Budlong, Betty Hardie, Anita
CAMPUS
Condoian, Martha Jordan, Nancy
Hilscher and Nancy Jones.
We give Quality

Nancy Hilscher
Engaged

Marian Combes Installed
As New South Hall Prexy

^ "So you lost your poor husband.
I'm sorry. How did it happen?"
"He was keelt by a weasel."
"Killed by a weasel. That's very
unusual. How did it happen?"
"Is driving hotomobil. Is commeeng to railroad crossing. Deednot hear no weasel."

Phonograph
Records
OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553

Open Thurs. Evening

7—9 p. m.

THE CUB
HOUSE

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

Plus Service
FOUR-DAY SERVICE
2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774

FETCHING STRAWS
Ahead for Spring!

S E R V I N G P A C I F I C

TED'S

Swiss straw braids turn pretty heads toward Spring
in magically lovely millinery! Forward scotties and
bumper visors, high crowned coachman and hom-

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL

8-8628

burg styles—in season favorite colors; navy, black,
brown, white.

4.98
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Bengals' Tennis Team
Rated Tops In CCA A

By FRANK JEANS

As each basketball season
draws to a close, we all start
thinking of the possibilities of
next year's squad.
You pre-season thinkers may
find it difficult to even consider
The College of the Pacific does
next year's outfit while this sea
jt'Sgain! Potentially Coach Phil
son's
team is still in action.
Garlington has a tennis team this
BASKETBALL NEXT YEAR
year that will be tops in Colleg
But as a side line, let's take a
iate competition on the Coast, and
glance at Pacific's 47-48 theoreti
by far the strongest team ever
cal basketball team.
produced by Pacific.
Coach Kjeldsen will have A1
U.S.F. TO BE RUGGED
Levy, Hank Pfister, Buddy
In order to justify the playing
Proulx, Jerry Haines, Jim Enos,
ability of his men, Coach Gar
Ted Collins, and Wayne Hardin
lington has scheduled the tough
as holdovers from this year's
est competition on the Coast. Ac
team.
cording to Garlington the "tough
There will natcherly be new men
nut to crack" is going to be the
out. Three outstanding men may
University of San Francisco, with
such outstanding men as Likas,
HA be "Corky" Ortez, dead-eye for
ward from the 42 squad, Barney
Roche, and Catton heading their
Fllben, last year's Lodi High's
roster.
center and pivot man for the Fres
The U. S. F. match is tenta
no State Bulldogs this year, and
tively the first match on the
last but not least Stan McWilschedule, and it is to be played
liams, Pacific's wonder boy of
on the home courts here April 4.
1944-45.
Garlington feels that if his boys
MAYBE MORE!
can survive the onslaught from
Hold on—that may not be all.
the "Foggy" City, they will have
Latest
reports say that Jack Too"gone over the hump" as far as
may and Grant Dunlap may have
top competition is concerned,
one year of eligibility left. Of
though the University of South
course there will be some excel
ern California tennis team is
lent talent coming up from Van
not being held lightly.
Sweet's JC squad.
TOP COAST COMPETITION
WHO ARE REAL STARS?
Besides the rough matches com
Who are the people doing all
ing uj) with U.S.F. and U.S.C., Helen Graham, famed swimmer
Garlington has scheduled such for Pacific, is shown about to the work and getting the least
top . teams as Stanford, U.C.L.A., take the fatal plunge—into mar credit for putting athletic
teams in front of the public ?
California, San Jose, and San riage.
I'm referring to the STUDENT
The Athletic Department of
Francisco State. The dates on
some of these matches are not | COP and SJC extend best wishes athletic managers. They're the fel
lows who do most of the little
definite as yet, therefore a com- I
Mrs. Don Hall to be.
Jobs
that are essential to victory
May
Helen's
married
life
turn
(Continued on Page 6)
out as successful as her swim for our heroes. There are two of
these mangers that stand out in
career.
Tiger Reserves Stop ming (See
my mind at present—Justin Mar
Story on Page 4)
shall and George Segale.
Santa Clara Jayvees
FULL TIME JOB
With the scheduled season,
George has been manager of
drawing rapidly to a close, the SAC J.C. COOLS
both the Blacks and the varsity
Pacific Blacks came through with
LEAGUE HOPES
basketball teams for the past
another win to add to their scalp
belt.
two
years. On all trips away from
FOR SWEET
home, George is the fellow who
In the priliminary to the vars
The Panthers of Sacramento packs the uniforms, shoes, bails,
ity encounter with Santa Clara
last Friday evening, the Blacks College snuffed out the last etc. George's work does not stop
defeated the Santa Clara JV's 56 dwindling hope of the Stockton there; he must unpack all these
to 49. It was a nip and tuck bat Jaysee Cubs for the Northern things at the team's destination.
George acts as a general alltle all the way with Pacific lead California Junior College Confer
ing at the half by a 31 to 29 ence basketball title last Monday around helper for each member
score.
night as they beat them, 52-42, in of the team—doing small favors
HAINES HITS 19
a foul-fraught roughly-played for all of them. During games,
it's George who wipes the perspi
In the second half Pacific's game in the Pacific gym.
Jerry Haines found his eye and
Taking an early 11-4 lead, the ration off, and gives them that
tanked six goals, which made him visitors seemed a shoo-in, but added confidence when time is
high scorer for the game with Van Sweet's proteges found the out.
19 points.
range after eight minutes and SWIMMER'S HELPER
HIGH SCORERS
Justin works just as hard for
made the count 12-11 in favor of
During the season the scoring Sacramento with seven minutes the swimming team. When
has been comparatively close. still left in the half on hard-fight Chris is still coaching basket
Leading the roster with total ing and field goals by Rennert, ball, Justin gives helpful hints to
swimmers who are out for the
Points is John Catanesi with 138. Pierce and Detrick.
Not far behind is Bill Tisher with
team.
Coach Kjeldsen has his hands
Hi points, Bud Klein with 114 CUBS TRAIL AT HALF
The Cubs came out after the full during basketball season so
Points. Next comes "Yank"
Terry with 107 points, and late- half trailing 16-21 and immediate Justin aids Chris line up his
starter Jerry Haines totalling 78. ly got into close contention when swimming schedule. This year, as
their tip-off play worked for a well as last season, Justin played
FINAL SCHEDULED GAME
The Blacks will end their list quick set-up for Clements. But an important roll in arranging
°1 scheduled games this week on the three point margin was as for some of the large meets.
Saturday night, February 22, (to close as the locals could get de BEST BASKETBALL FAN
morrow night) when they meet spite frequent and frantic substi
In my opinion Justin is Paci
'he Orinda Athletic Club from tutions by Coach Sweet.
fic's "BEST' basketball fan. He
°finda at 6:45 in the Pacific Gym. HOT COMBO
not only attends all home games
THE BOX SCORE
With nine minutes to go a but keeps the score book besides.
f'cific
FG FT T Santa Clara
FG FT T chance combination of Detrick, As for games away from home,
Skin, f
4 2 10 Cruza, t
7 115 Clements, Dyhre, Pierce and Sten- Justin often travels quite far to
{JiU-din, f
o 1 1 Har. TosoJ 1 1 3
nick clicked enough to pull up to watch them—in his own car. Last
?"odman,f 1 0 2 Sunder
-"OS, f
4
6 0 12
0 8 land, f
within four points of Sacr Saturday Justin drove 135 miles
1
1
johde, c
2 0 4 Hal Toso, f 0
*ver, c
1 0 2 amento's lead, but two quick fol to Chico to cheer on the Bengals.
3 5 Holmes, c
0 2 2
|£llins, g
2 1 5 Monks, c
Justin is a fellow who deserves
Stien, g
2 1 5 lows and a foul throw by Ed
liai-ncsi-' g 1 0 2 Seiguist, g 1 1 3
"os, f
8 3 19
more credit and breaks in ALL
Kane, g
2 2 4 Linck of the Panthers stymied
lines of activities.
totals 23 10 56
the threat.

pruliner Top
Man on Ladder

TOTALS

20 9 49

C C A A Title Looms
For Pacific Tigers
Ernie Jorge has been ap
pointed assistant football coach
in an announcement released
Thursday by Dean James H.
Corson.
• Jorge has guided Modesto
Hi's footballers since 41, win
ning two titles.
He will be here for Spring
practice.

Broncos Halt
Tigers, 57-50,
In Thriller
Pacific's attempt to run their
record for the season to 12 vic
tories fell short by seven points
last Friday night in the Civic
Auditorium as the Santa Clara
Broncos stopped the Tigers, 57-50.
Power-laden Santa Clara prov
ed to be too much for Pacific as
the Bronco sharpshooters poured
through point after point each
time the Bengals' score came
close.
ALAIMO HOT
Sam Alaimo paced
scorers with 20 points.
Clara's big guns, Frank
and Dick O'Keefe, tallied
11 points respectively.

Bronco
Santa
Laney
13 and

TOOMAY HAS 276
"Long John" Toomay once again
led Pacific scoring with 21 digits
to raise his season total to 276.
Lou Franz's week-long illness
cut the Tigers' chances as Lou
played but a few minutes against
Santa Clara.
THE BOX SCORE
Pacific

FG FT T

Mister, f
Dunlap,
Proulx, f
Toomay, c
Klingcr, c
Franz, g
Levy, g
Chincolo, g

2
3
2
7

1

2 6
17
1 5
7 21
0

2

2

6

0 0 0
2

1 1 3

Santa Clara
FG
Mirianl, f
2
McKillop, f
Alaimo, f
Christian
sen,f
l^iney,
O'Keefe, g
Ahern, g

TOTALS 18 14 50 | TOTALS

FT T
2 6

0 0
4 20
0 0

1 13
1 11

1 7

24 9 57

Half-time score: Santa Clara,
28; Pacific, 26.

Hot Chico Five
Stops Bengals
Saturday night the Bengals
traveled to Chico only to be up
set by a wild Chico State quintet,
64-61.
WILDCATS HOT
Unconsciously hot in the sec
ond half, the Wildcat five couldn't
miss in their cracker-box gym
and outscored Pacific by three
points after a tie at half.
Tommy Tipton, Ray South, and
Don Wustenberg paced Wildcat
scoring with 21, 16, and 13 points
respectively.
DUNLAP HIGH TIGER
High for the Bengals was
Grant Dunlap with 16. Alothough
"Long John" Toomay was held
scoreless in the first half, he
broke loose after intermission
and poured through 12 digits.
THE BOX SCORE
FG
Pacific
4
Pfister, f
Dunlap. f
Proulx, f
Toomay, c
Klingcr. c
Franz, g
Hardin, g
Levy, g

FG
Chics
Tipton, f
10
Hamstom, f 1
South, f
7
5
0 12 Wusberg, c
3
0 4 Porter, g
Staples,
g
3
1 9
0 2
TOTALS 29
0 2

FT T
2 10
4 16
2 6

TOTALS 26 9 61

Lone Victory
Needed to Win
A chance for the College of
Pacific Tigers to sew up the
1947 CCAA basketball title comes
in a large bundle this week-end,
complete with needle and thread.
The Tigers will try to thread
the needle in tonight's game
against Cal Poly in the Pacific
playing pavilion, and then will
attempt to stitch on the finishing
touches against Fresno State in
the Raisin City Saturday night.
Cal Poly and Fresno are rated
last and next to last, in that order,
in CCAA standings, thus making
Pacific's record of 7-0 mighty im
pressive.
If the Tigers take these two,
then even a loss at the hands of
San Jose State on February 28
would do Pacific no harm, as
they now lead the pack by a full
three games.
Pacific's winning margin has
been none too great in league
games this season, as they have
scored ^378 points as compared
to 306 for the opposition.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen will prob
ably start the usual five against
Cal Poly tonight, with leading
scorer Jack (The Giant) Toomay
in the center slot. Assisting Too
may will be Grant Dunlap and
"Hank" Pfister at forwards and
Lou Franz and A1 Levy at guards.
Forward Eddie Cerf, a starter
at the beginning of the season,
has been lost to the team for
the remainder of the season be
cause of scholastic difficulties,
but for not being bad, but being
too good. He accumulated enough
credits to graduate at the end of
last semester.
Pacific will be rated over Cal
Poly by a large margin for to
night's game, but Fresno State is .
expected to give the Tigers a
tougher battle. Fresno and Pa
cific are long-time rivals, and an
upset is not too far out of line.
Tonight's game starts at 8:15
p. m., with the Stockton Jayvees
playing a 6:45 preliminary.

Tiger's Losing
Streak Ended
Pacific broke their two game
losing streak Tuesday night in
San Francisco when the Tigers
downed San Francisco State, 4939.
DUNLAP, TOOMAY HIGH
Grant Dunlap and Jack Toomay
led Pacific scorersowith 14 and 11
points respectively. Buddy Proulx
played outstanding ball, tallying
seven digits and showing prom
ise as one of Pacific's starting
forwards come next season.
BURTON, KELLER HEAD S. F.
John Burton and Norm Keller
set the gait for the Gators with
10 and 8 points. Keller played his
usual great defensive game, only
to be outshown by Pacific's AI
Levy.
THE BOX SCORE:

FG
FT T Pacific
2
1 21 Pfister, f
6
0 2 Dunlap, f
Proulx,
f
2 16
3 13 Haines, f
0 6 Toomay, c
0 6 Klingcr.
Franz, g
6 64 Levy, g
TOTALS

FT T S. F. State FG FT T
5 10
0 4 Burton, f
1 7
2 14 Martin, f
2 2
1 7 Callas, c
0 2 Gum
3 0 6
3 11 mings, c
4 0 8
0 2 Keller, g
0 2 Rathjen, g 1 0 2
12 4
1 7 Rossi, g

21 7 49 TOTALS

17

5 39
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GIRLS' SPORTS

COP Cindermen Faculty-Block P' Tilt Kjeldsen Sees
Thurs. Night in Gym
Great Future
Tough to Beat
(Continued from page 1)
also just as sharp and entertain For Swimmers
By PHIL SCHEDIWY
ing in basketball as in teaching.

CUBS-SALINAS
TONITE IN GYM
Tonight at the Pacific
the Stockton Cubs engage Sar
JC in a battle to determine"155
ond place standing in the Jn^
College League. With high sT'
ing guard. Jack Dyhre leading th
attack, the Cubs will present *
formidable offensive.

By BERTHA CHADWICK
The WAAites initiated an an
Stock in College of the Pacific
With dual meets scheduled with
KNOLES, PIVOT MAN
nual affair as their first social
track took a decided jump when
Another great name on the Fac all the big powers in Northern
activity of the semester when
Blonde Bob Heck enrolled.
ulty Roster is that of our re California and with UCLA in the
they gave a bean feed in honor
nowned Chancellor, Tully Knoles, south, Coach Chris Kjeldsen of
of the Block "P" society with fac HECK, A SPRINTER
The former Alameda Naval Air the great scoring center who un the College of Pacific swimming
ulty members of the P. E. depart
TWO TOUGH ONES
ment also on hand. To the sur Station flash is the title holder officially holds the series scoring team was whipping his charges
Tomorrow night, the Cubs tak
into
shape
last
week,
facing
what
prise, but certainly not to the dis of the Service Century in the record. (Unofficially because, re
on
the league leading San Fran
may
be
the
finest
season
since
appointment of almost everyone, Fresno Relays. His time was 9:9. ports state that some of the box
sisco Rams in the College gym
before
the
war.
the bean feed had turned The following week he lost a scores were lost in the Gold
and Coach Van Sweet's charges
into a fried chicken dinner with close decision to Mel Patton of Rush.) Doctor Knoles is defin
START WITH O-CLUB
will have to be at their peak to
U. S. C. to get a second place in itely pointing for this game. In
all the "trimmin's."
Although the schedule, begin get by this one.
side dope tells us that the great
The party was informal with the Modesto Relays.
Tonight's game serves as the
Heck is a product of Burbank, center is so busy getting into ning March 8th with the Olympic
decorations consisting of cob
preliminary to the Cal Poly.pa.
webs, cigarette butts, garbage Calif., High School Where he shape that he has cancelled all Club here and continuing until
cific game and commences at 7
cans and other familiar scenery traveled the 100-yard dash in 10 appointments prior to the game. the CCAA meet at Fresno on
p. m. while tomorrow's game be
around the room. Tables were flat. His best for the 220 was 22.2. We hope Mrs. Roosevelt will un May 10th, is one of the longest
gins
at 8:15 p. m. Admission by
and
most
arduous
in
history,
After graduating from high derstand.
"decorated" with
newspapers
PSA card.
Kjeldsen
has
an
assemblage
of
school he enrolled at Modesto
and candles in bottles.
Coach Waldo stated that he
The time and place was Tues Junior College. There he played would rely on his veteran five pre-war and post-war stars with
NETSTERS
day evening upstairs in the SCA. on the National JC championship for the most part but promises which he hopes to cope adequate GARLINGTON
General chairman was Marilyn football team.
to let such younger inexperienced ly with whatever the big swim RATED AS COAST THREAT
Entering the Navy, Heck spent men as Dean Betz, Siemering, ming powers in the state have to BY ALL COP OPPONENTS
West; decorations, Elizabeth Kauka, and Carol Aronovici; Enter most of his time at the Naval Air Stagnaro, Thompson, Sweet, Mc- offer.
(Continued from page 5)
Mason,
Garlington, KEY SWIMMERS
tainment, "Donnie" Donaldson; Station in Alameda. There he met j Williams,
Food, Bertha Chadwick and com Boyd Thompson, present coach of . Monagan, and Kjeldsen see acBuilt around Don Driggs, na plete tennis schedule will come
pany; Invitations, Janice Potter. the Stockton Junior College team. tion.
tionally-known free-styler, the out in a later issue of the Weekly,
Bob is expected to go much COACH "MOOSE" IJAMS
To show their appreciation to
It is presumed by Coach Gar
team will boast other luminaries
the girls who helped in making faster than his 9.9 and 22.0, pres- • "Moose" Ijams, former football
like Kenneth Mork, backstroker lington that Pacific's three top
the Basketball playday a success, ent best marks. He also would I great of COP, has been acquired
who has been clocked over the men will be sent to the Ojai Val
the WAA sponsored an ice skat like to try his hand at the longer by the Block "P", at great excentury
in 1:04.0, Hal Bronfin, ley Championship Matches April
ing party which took a group of sprint, the 440.
pense, to the difficult task of diving sensation of Texas Univer 24, 25, and 26. There should bo
fourteen girls to Modesto.^"riday McVICKER IN 440
coaching the Block "P" into the sity before the war, and Bob some very fast action on the Ojai
Another man on whom much win column.
evening, February 14, 1947.
Steele, former Stockton high Courts on those days, because bj
To pick up any pieces of the hope is placed is Galloping Stan
Backing up -Coach Ijams will Ee great who has steadily improved then the boys will have worked
party Miss Eleanor Cole and Mr. McVicker. Mac has a best mark of Jack Verutti. A previous footballuntil he may become one of the out all their kinks, and will be
and Mrs. Constantino accompan 50.5 for the 440-yard dash, and I er on COP's great '43 team, Jack
outstanding free-style swimmers in best possible playing condi
ied the group.
he has pressed two minutes for is a good entertainer. More rein COP history.
tion.
the half-mile jaunt.
Ringling Brothers have
cently,
Chris Kjeldsen, who has coach
Stan had-no high school exper-;bid for his services. At center
DRULINER, LARSEN TOPS
ience when he reported for COP Moose will rely on "Suds" Lyons, ed a continuous series of great
The top men on Pacific's grealj
track for the first time. That veteran Block "P" man and gen teams at Pacific, and who has to tennis team this year will be
his
credit
the
training
of
famous
season he turned in a 51.6 quar tleman farmer. Listed at guards
Geoge Druliner and Art Larsen.
ter. After transferring to the Uni I are Milhaupt and Cooke. Start individuals beginning wth back These boys put on an excelleni
stroker
Freddie
Van
Dyke
and
versity of Calif., he ran fall track jng at the vacant forward spot
exhibition in San Francisco over
ending with Ralph Wright and
STOCKTON
under Brutus Hamilton.
the week-end when they defeat
is Bill Gott.
Alfred
Taioli,
currently
amazing
NEED DISTANCERS
Proceeds of the game will go
ed
Brown and Moylan 6-4, 4-fi, 6-^
—Now Showing—
Australians and breaking their
Coach Thompson has said that to the Block "P" for the purpose
while representing the Stocktoi
records in a tour of the land
he is deparately looking for dis of paying for the recently or
Tennis Club's AA Team. Mr. Toi
THE SHOW OFF
tance men. To date no men with dered traveling jackets. The Block down-under.
Brown happens to rank as Numj
Red Skelton
real ability have shown up for "P" has undergone the responsi FRESHMEN SENSATIONS
ber Three Man nationally, and
the longer distances.
Marilyn Maxwell
bility of purchasing jackets to be
It is reported Driggs has better Moylan ranks eighth nationally.
Those men you see running given out, at the coaches discre possibilities than either Wright This was a fine feather in the
around the campus are not quite tion, to members of all major or Taioli showed in their first caps of our two top racqueteersj
LITTLE IODINE
nuts. The track has been so sports at COP, and players will year here and Mork, along with and it is an example of the type
Jo Ann Marlowe
s°ggy that the only decent places
be allowed to keep the jackets. another
up-and-coming
back of playing that the boys will do
Marc Cramer
to practice are the walks across If the Block "P", can successfully stroke ace, Don Wilson, is just as during the coming season.
the street from North Hall.
manage the cost of the jackets, good as Van Dyke was in his
— Starting Sunday—
DRULINER BLANKS BROWN
"Nose" Kring is practiing the they will continue this obligation earlier days.
In the singles matches Georgd
fly-a-way and is expected to leave to the students.
The schedule, though not yet Druliner blanked Brown, 6-0, in
j the bar at 14 feet this year. His
RUE MADELEINE
quite complete, is already studded the first set, but dropped the next
nose took the bark off at that
CCAA STANDING
James Cagney
with tough contests with' teams two sets, 2-6, 3-6. Larsen dropped
height at the PAA last year.
W
L
ANNABELLA
Pacific
7
0
like UCLA, St. Mary's, Stanford,
his match with Moylan by t'ie
San Jose
4
3
San Jose State, and others.
LEAGUE PLAY THIS WEEK
Santa Barbara
..
4
3
News
set
scores, 3-6, 10-8, 3-6.
San Jose at Fresno (Fri.)
San Diego
5
4

J

Cal Poly at Pacific (Fri.)
Pacific at Fresno (Sat.)
Cal Poly at San Jose (Sat.)

ICE & FUEL
COAL
WOOD
•
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

Fresno
Cal Poly

2
0

5
7

Patronize our advertisers.

LET'S MEET AT

%7hot%Fountain Service
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i , . ,

MILLER-HAYS CO.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
Dial 2-0229

American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
(Except Sat.)

Norman HIggins

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

TEAM STRONG
With Druliner and Larsen rid
ing on the top two rungs of tin
tennis ladder, Hank Pfister rests
easily in the No. Three position!
The fourth and fifth men on thej
ladder are two men who are pre
ty closely matched, Chef Cove;
and Ted Collins. Gordon Dalbe"
and Noel Prince are in the six 1
and seventh positions.
Other men who are out
j
team and are trying for P05'1'!1"5
on the ladder are Bill Mundt, J'
Brooks, Lowell Jensen, and
Meyers.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 1-0604
2302 Pacific Ave-
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Robert Peckler
New JC Speech
Teacher
Robert Peckler has taken the
position in Stockton Junior Col
lege vacated by Dr. Lillywhite
this semester. He will teach sev
eral speech and English classes.
peckler is a native son of
Stockton. He studied for two
years at the University of Cali
fornia and three years at the Col
lege of Pacific, where he obtained
his administrative credentials.
Upon finishing school, as a ma
jor in Speech and English, Peck
ler taught in Maxwell High
School for two years. From there
he went to Oakdale where he
instructed classes in English,
Dramatics, and Public Speaking
for two years. Athletically in
clined in both tennis and basket
ball, he also retained a coaching
position in Oakdale.

KING EDWARD II
RETURNSTON1TE
To Studio Theatre goers this
week comes a special treat in
the form' of "King Edward H,"
directed by student-director
Monty Rensberger. The show,
which opened last night to a most
enthusiastic audience, will play
again this evening and Saturday.
Both performances, for which
all seats are reserved, are sched
uled to begin at 8 p. m. Theatre
goers are urged to make reser
vations oy calling the Little The
atre Box Office any day from
10:00 to 5:00. Due to limited seat
ing capacity, many people are be
ing turned away from Studio
Theatre productions at the sight
of the S.R.O. sign.

COP Red Cross Unit Miss Short to Talk
Appears at Dominica To Symphony Group
Miss Virginia Short, member of
College of the Pacfic's Red
Cross Unit was represented at the Conservatory Music staff,
the Central Pacific Area Conven will discuss the numbers and
tion on the Dominican Campus ' background of the San Francisco
the 14th to 16th of February by j Symphony Orchestra in Ander
Leola Brown, Bruce Swartz, son Hall this coming Sunday,
Rosamond Meyer and Miss Gehl- February 23, at 4 p. m.
kin, Unit Sponsor.
By playing records which the
The convention was sponsored San Francisco group will per
by the Marin County Chapter in form at its concert here on Fri
cooperation with Marin Junior day, March 7, Miss Short hopes
College and the Dominican Col to aid music lovers in the appre
lege of San Rafael for the Col ciation and enjoyment of that
lege Units in Nevada, Utah anfl program.
North and Central California.
providing complete coverage of
CONVENTION THEME
"The World, Our Community" the Red Cross services and re
Gene McCabe, playing title role was the theme of the convention, lated activities, with considera
in Shakespeare's "King Edward Attending colleges were divided tion of new and future programs
II," now on the boards in the into workshop groups. Six se- of local and international inter
Downstairs Playhouse.
lected subjects were discussed est.

Radio
(Contined from Page 3)
cific News Parade." Heard at 9:3(7
on Monday and Wednesday nights |
PNP keeps you informed as to '
what's going on at Pacific be-1
tween editions of the weekly. An- j
other special events broadcast J
that will be of interest to all:
students is the broadcast of the
weekly Ex-Committee meeting on
Monday night. This will keep the
Ex-Committee on its collective
toes, and let the students in on
what the governing body is up to.
In closing, I think you should
take advantage of the opportun
ity that Pacific students Wave in
having their own radio station
here and give a regular listen
... you'll find it's good.

Rondo-Bouts

$095
^

T U B U L A R

Y A R D

(Continued from page 3)
brutally unfaithful. In that sea
of sneering faces that swim be
fore one's feverish eyes in the
15 minutes it takes to tremble to
the center of the stage, there is
always the soul-rending sight of a
few tear-stained faces.
Mu Phi Epsilon held their for
mal initiation of last semester's
pledges on Sunday evening. The
initiation took place at Mrs. Harbert's home and was followed by
a dinner with the new sisters as
guests.
The new members are: Claire
Wilkins and Jane Scott—former
Pacificites now teaching in Stock
ton—Janet De Grott, Valerie
Clinkscales, Georgia Martinelli,
Martha Scott, Bertha Melchior,
and Audrey Kline.
On February 25th the first
senior recital will be presented.
Students appearing are: Marilyn
Burger, cellist, Anita Harris, pianist, and Gilbert Tunison, pian
ist.

A few snips, a few stitches, add a smart belt., .and
ist like that, a figure flattering Sack Dress. Just follow
the diagram pattern at left... it's as simple as can be
'Queen of Boucle" Jersey is a knitted crepe style fabric, that
is 58% rayon, and 42% wool.
17 Brilliant California colors: Turquoise — Black — White
Luggage — Dusty Pink — Powder Blue — Pearl Gray — Cherry
Lime — Olive Leaf—Shocking Pink — Aqua — Kelly Green
Bright Red — Lilac — New Green —

GO MAD ON MARCH 7th AT
AU GAMMA'S "MARCH
ADNESS."

Episcopal
Communion
Celebration of Holy Commnion during Lent will coninue during the Lent season.
Tie services will be held on
'hursday at 7:00 a. m. in the
lorris Chapel.
Father George F. Pratt of
t. John's Church will admin!ter the Sacraments.

Material Required

F A B R I C

D E P A R T M E N T

Thrift Stamps with Every Purchase

for Average Figure
is 1% yards
Main and Hunter

Phone 9-9771
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EDITORIAL
The Same Old Story
Attendance at the Pacific Veterans' Club meetings has
been very bad the last few weeks. This club has done much
for you as veterans, and in return you should attend the
meetings every other Monday night. The next meeting will
be Monday, the 24th, at 7:30, in the Archania Fraternity
House.
The election of officers will take place at this meeting.
New vets on the campus are urged to join the club.
VETERANS—BACK YOUR CLUB— THEY BACK YOU!

Issue
At Hand
(Editor's Note: Len Hughes this
week takes over our old stand
and discusses an issue. Read It.
It's good).
DURING THE era of zoot suits
and all colored bands, I- watched
a performance of Louis "Sachmo" Armstrong at the Los An;
geles Orpheum. Somewhere in
small print near the bottom of
the program, billed as a hilarious
twenty minutes of pantomine and
patter, was Clinton "Dusty"
Fletcher. "Dusty" wasn't particu
larly impressive, for in those days
RICHARD was a guy in Ameri
can history who had written an
almanac.
SOMEWHAT VAGUELY, I re
call the act showed Fletcher, a
shabbily-dressed member of Har
lem society, making his way with
unsteady gait to the door of his
apartment. He had developed a
sense of balance in his twenty
years of vaudeville, and he lean
ed periodically to alarming de
grees from the step ladder (his
only prop) that represented the
stairs he was climbing.
HIS IMPLORING LINE, "Open
the door Richard!" (pronounced,
"Opin the do, Wreched," by
Fletcher) was one night set to
music. A chance recording sold
400,000 copies, and the result is
the current craze.

wNO,

MISS TYLER. THE INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE IS NOT 'WHAT
ARE YOU DOING TONIGHT'."
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Coleman Gone---' •• Letter to the Editor..
(Continued from Page 1)

EDITOR,
PACIFIC WEEKLY:

appointment was approved by
We hope that the following in
the Executive Committee at its formation will be of interest to
Monday night meeting. While you and the student body. If posDoty has been acting editor since j sible, we would consider it a
the beginning of the semester, great favor if you would include
the position was not official un a resume of this copy in an early
til approval by the Executive issue of your paper. We feel it
Committee Monday night.
will be of benefit both to your
readers and your staff.
POLICY SAME
In the late spring a publica
The policy decided upon at a
joint meeting between faculty tion will come out that will be
and Weekly heads will be ad written by the college students
hered to by the new editor. It and printed especially for these
was the purpose of this meeting students. It will include humor
to clarify the position of the Pa in the form of jokes, anecdotes,
and poems. The following is
cific Weekly in school affairs.
All work done by Coleman prior the list of rules for submitting
to his final decision to leave will copy:
1. All copy should be of a hu
be carried on by Doty. With the
exception of the positions of As morous nature, in the form of
sociate Editor and News Editor, a poem, anecdote, or joke.
the staff originally announced
2. Each should be written by a
will remain the same. Johnny college undergraduate and should
Tucker will assume the position be about college situations, stu
of News Editor, and Bob Ailing dents, professors, etc.
will take over the Associate Edi
3. They should be mailed to
tor spot.
the SURVEY OF COLLEGE WIT

ADVERTISERS, ever on the
alert, were quick to take it up.
A leading New York comedian
last week devoted several min
utes of precious coast to coast
broadcasting time to an Italian
operatic version of the ditty. The
present issue of LIFE gives it
and its author a four-page spread,
while every mind from six to
sixty has been infected. Restraint
is evident in some, but usually
the temptation to welcome with
the catch phrase everyone who
knocks proves overwhelming.
WHERE IT will end is a matter
of speculation. The more optimis
tic who predict for it sudden and
certain death wince at grim re
minders of its predecessors. After
all, Smoe is still watching. An oc
casional Foo still can be spotted,
and Kilroy continues to attain
more and more inaccesible places.
LIKE AS not it will be replaced
by something new and even more
Sophmoronic. Sometimes I wish
we hadn't been so anxious to get
rid of that "Buttermilk Sky."

REWARD
LOST—A black Agfa camera
on Thursday of final week in
the gymnasium locker room
for women. Camera is of great
personal value. ..Will finder
please bring to Information Of
fice, Administration Building.
Reward.
AND WISDOM, BOX 18, TIFFIN,
OHIO, by March 25, 1947.
4. All rights to publication are
reserved by the SURVEY OF
COLLEGE WIT AND WISDOM.
Any humorous items that.have
appeared in your paper will be
eligible for inclusion. The book
bearing the best of these pieces
will be published in April.
We are thanking you in ad
vance for your kind cooperation.
We remain, sincerely yours,
Editors of
Survey of College Wit
and Wisdom.

WHAT'S HIP
i

Herbie Fields (Victor 20-2034
Moon Nocturne—Ft.
Cherokee—Ft.
It's the sax sorcery pi Herbie
Fields framed in the spinning.
And while the band displays
plenty of power and body, there
is no design or refinement that
would make for commercial ap
peal, with the result that in
terest is directed soley to the
hot fans. For them, the blues
blowing of the maestro on alto,
fingering phrases and arpeggios
for the slow and moody "Moon
Nocturne," will satisfy. At a fast
er clip, Fields fashions it on alto
and tenor for "Cherokee," im
provising it wildly and with
plenty of animation both when
alone and with his reed section.
However, neither solos nor en
semble approximate the frenzy
Charlie Barnet first brought to
the opus. The savagery and
swing that Barnet packed into
his plattering is only a hollow
echo here.
Fats Waller (Victor 40-4003)
Ain't Misbehavin'
Moppin' and Boppin'
An early cutting of the* late
Fats Waller, particularly because
of the side men on the session.
However, it's unfortunate that
with a twelve-inch spinner, there
is some opportunity for Zutty
Singleton on drums, Slam Ste
wart on bass, Irving Ashby on
Guitar and Benny Carter on

By MORTarotTi
the bouncey instrumental, "ji
trumpet to get in a few n'ckf ,0>
pin' and Boppin'." Ain't \Tii°r
havin'" is entirely Waller, «
ing and singing in character^-'
style, and stepping up the tempj
for a drum stop chorus. Why,
Waller's chanting is not the best
of the many sides he has cut f
the classic, Slim Moore's trom
bone obligato under his song j.
something to occupy the atten.
tion.
Benny Goodman (Columbia
37207)
Hora Staccato
Man Here Plays Fine Piano
The familiar gypsy melody, the
fast and furious "Hora Staccato"
gives Benny Goodman an oppor.
tunity to display his technical
proficiency at fingering the clari
net. But while there is no expres
sion of czardas feeling as BG
fondles the fiddle classic, the
maestro plays it clean. And for
added measure, and for which he
feels much more at home, he im
provises a stanza to good effect.
To make for instrumental color to
the highly flavored gypsy melody,
Goodman has added a string sec
tion for the side. While the spin
has much novelty appeal, wider
interest will be centered in the
mated jazz novelty, "Man Here
Plays Fine Piano." Joe Bushkin's
piano pounding mated with
Goodman's clarinet make for a
catchy jump disc.

Veterans' Help Toom-Stones
(Continued from page 1)
Asked by VA
are particularly shocking. They
The Veterans Administration
has asked veterans and schools
to cooperate with them by sup
plying needed information com
pletely and promptly so that sub
sistence payments can be made
on time.
REASONS FOR DELAY
While preparing for the sec
ond semester enrollment, the VA
has listed the main reasons for
delays in the payment of sub
sistence allowances to students.
They are as follows: (1) Veter
ans fail to report changes of ad
dress when they move. (2) VA
receives incomplete information
from the school or the veteran.
(3) Schools may delay the pay
ments by being slow in sending
necessary papers to VA. (4) Vet
erans transwer from a school in
one regional office area to one
in a different jurisdiction.
TRANSFERS
Veterans who plan to transfer
to a different school in the sec, ond semester are reminded that
; they must obtain a supplemental
certificate of eligibility to turn
in at the new school.

Mrs, Roosevelt
(Continued from Page 1)
and author, is the second notable
announced to speak in the Pa
cific Auditorium on the night of
Monday, April 21st. Through the
medium of such books as "Goals
for America," "For This We
Fought," and "Idle Money, Idle
Men," Mr. Chase has helped to
clarify American thinking on vi
tal national issues.
Living what he terms "a free,
irregular but industrious life,"
Chase has toured the universe
several times gathering material
for his various books. In 1927, he
interviewed Stalin in Moscow for
six hours, and 1930 found him in

go something like this: By some
innocent quirk of coincidence,
Miss Reed was thrust into a class
containing all the lowest-grade
brains available in the City of
Stockton. It is reported she
emerged from the ordeal out
wardly calm but inwardly de
stroyed—in fact, fair fodder for
a trained psychiatrist.
PERHAPS AS superb a state
ment as exists, expressing all
that education is expected to
mean to the young person of to
day, was made by Mr. Staley re
cently to his class in Man and So
ciety. Said he, succinctly: "This
class is going to be at all times
a give-and-take affair. I'll give"And you'll take."
THOSE OF you who attended
assembly yesterday saw that play
which concerned itself mai >
with big and little kisses, u
which was entitled modestly,
Half Hour's Worth," and
ten by ambitious KAEO-ite Da 1
Farley.
Only human were the actio'is
of stars, Sally Howen and C
Holste, during rehearsals.
The kissing situations
practiced by them until thes
cution was absolutely W1 ^
the slightest flaw. As was the
culation.
PRESS AGENTS of Charl^
Spivak, who enjoyed a fabo
successful one-night stan
on Thursday last, proclaim ^
he
ne makes
maKes a thousand 0 ^
($1,000) every time he
a high "C" into his trumpet
M
"And furthermore," ^hey^ ^
ion, "His 'E' above high
worth almost twice as mue
NEITHER DO we!
hi®
Mexico
f°t
mexicu gathering
gduienng data.«MeJdC»
most popular book, lv^
$
be
His address here promises
a most invigorating one.

